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Abstract 
By means of the law of large numbers and the central limit theorem, we compare the spatial 
epidemic model proposed by Kendall with a sequence of multitype pidemics, viewed as Hilbert 
space-valued stochastic processes. In the limit, the fluctuation process turns out to be an 
infinite-dimensional Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. 
Keywords: Epidemic process; Law of large numbers; Central limit theorem; Ornstein- 
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1. Introduction 
Deterministic models are frequently used in order to describe various physical, 
chemical and biological processes involving a large parameter (the number of 
molecules, individuals, etc.), even if the underlying structure is fully stochastic so that 
a stochastic description would in fact be more accurate. The reason for making this 
choice is, of course, that the deterministic approximation is in general much easier to 
analyze than the stochastic model, and the error made is hopefully negligible for all 
practical purposes. The following question then arises: How can we put such 
a reasoning on solid grounds? 
For global - i.e. spatially homogeneous - phenomena, this dilemma has been dealt 
with by Kurtz (1971) (see also Ethier and Kurtz, 1986), who showed how to obtain 
various solutions of ordinary differential equations as limits of pure jump Markov 
processes, and who also studied second-order approximations. Arnold (1981) 
discusses the corresponding problem for local models, such as processes of chemical 
reactions with diffusion. On a macroscopic level such models are described by partial 
differential equations, and the natural stochastic ounterparts are the so-called 
space-time jump Markov processes. Kotelenez (1986, 1988) and Blount (1991, 1993), 
among others, have developed Arnold's ideas to obtain laws of large numbers and 
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central limit theorems for these Markov processes. (For further references, see 
Oelschl~iger, 1989.) 
Our objective is to study a local epidemic model - a spatial version of the classical 
Kermack-McKendrick model - proposed by Kendall (1965). The evolution of 
~- = (if,)7), where ~ and )7 represent the density of susceptible and infective individuals, 
respectively, is governed by a system of nonlinear partial differential equations. We 
obtain a stochastic analogue of Kendall's model by dividing the space into N small 
areas, each area containing approximately f individuals, and then modelling the 
density ~" = (X", Y"), n = (N, O, of susceptibles and infectives as a multitype general 
epidemic. We prove the following law of large numbers (provided that all infection 
rates converge properly): 
sup II~"(t) - ~(t)II ~ 0 in probability 
t~[O, T] 
as N , :  + oo, where II'11 denotes the £/'2-norm, and the central imit theorem: 
x /~(E"  - ~) --+ V weakly, 
if : = E(N) satisfies : /N  ~ oo and f /N  3 -+ 0 as N --+ oo, where V is an infinite 
dimensional (distribution space valued) Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. It is necessary 
to prove the law of large numbers in a function space rather than in a space of 
distributions, simply because the dynamics in our model is nonlinear and 
multiplication of distributions is not a well-defined operation. In order to obtain 
second-order approximations, we use methods based on Stroock and Varadhan's 
martingale characterization f Hilbert-valued iffusion processes, as developed by 
Holley and Stroock (1978) and by M6tivier (1984). 
2. Preliminaries and notation 
We first recall some basic facts about the classical Sobolev spaces (cf. Adams, 1975). 
Let [1" Iio be the usual £aZ-norm on [0, 1] and set 
k 
Ilxll 2 = IFxlt 2 + y' IIDtxlt~ for k _> 1, (2.1) 
I=1 
where D'x denotes the lth derivative (in the sense of distributions) of x. Next, let 8 be 
the space of real-valued infinitely differentiable functions on [0, 1], completed in the 
topology induced by the norms Id "Ilk, k e N, and define Jgk to be the completion of 
8 relative to I1' Ilk; in particular, at: o = £:,2 ([0, 1]). Maurin's theorem tells us that the 
imbedding af:k ~ OUFk-1 is Hilbert-Schmidt for each k > 1. This means that 
Y~., I1~0.,11~-1 < oo if (<p,,) is an orthonormal set in at°k, a fact that will be used several 
times in the sequel. 
For fixed k ~ N, let out :_ k be the dual space of M'k with norm given by 
(x 'e")2  
Irxll2t = (1 + rt2m=) k' (2.2) 
m=O 
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where (em)~= x is the standard complete orthonormal system (CONS) in ~o and ( ",' 
denotes the natural pairing between a Hilbert space and its dual space. It is well 
known that the spaces 5¢t~_ k consist of derivatives: x ~ ~_  k if and only if x = ~= 1 Dtxt 
for some LfE-functions x~. By polarization, we may associate with each norm II" Ilk an 
inner product ( .;. )k, which turns )tek into a (separable) Hilbert space. 
Let ~el(Ot'~k, ~-k )  be the space of nuclear (positive) operators from ~(¢~k to its dual. 
A sufficient condition for a linear operator a to be in Lf l(~k, "ffk), is that (see Gelfand 
and Vilenkin, 1964) there exists a positive constant K, such that 
(qg,.,aqgm) < K II~or. ll~-l, 
where (q~,,)~= 1 is a CONS in ~k. 
Finally, let g' be the dual of o v, equipped with the strong topology. Then, if we 
identify ~o with its dual ~'~ o, we obtain the scheme 
OCtSD ... ~ ~_1  __~ ~It~0 2D ~1 ~_.~ - ... ~_.~ #.  
The following family of finite-dimensional subspaces of ~'~o will be of fundamental 
importance in the sequel. For fixed N ~ N, N _> l, set 
11 --~ EO, 1/N] ,  
Ii = ((i - 1)/N,  i /N ] ,  2 < i g N ,  
and define the orthogonal (although not orthonormal!) set of indicator functions 
hi= lt,, 1 g ig  N. The functions h i span an N-dimensional space 5PN of step 
functions, whose members may conveniently be written as x = )-~= 1Xi hi" ~fN inherits 
an inner product from Jfo: 
fl° 1 =~ 1(x; X)o = x(r)Y(r) dr = ~ i  xi~i, 
if x,~ eSfN. 
Let us also define a projection of JCgk (k E N fixed) onto ~9°N by taking conditional 
expectations: for x e ~k, 
PNX(r) = i~l {N f, x(r')dr'}hi(r ). (2.3) 
One easily checks that (X;YC)o=(X;PNY)O if X6SPN and X~o.  Note that 
IIx - PNXtl ~ 0 as N ~ o% by the martingale convergence theorem. We have also the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. Fix k >_ 2. Then for every x e )~fk, 
C 
[Ix - PNxll-k g N--~, (2.4) 
where the constant C does not depend on N. 
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Proof. First note that, using the imbedding 9~k --* C]([0, 1]) (cf. Adams, 1975, p. 97), 
the mean value theorem yields, for every ~O ~ ~k, 
I f ( / -  P~)q~II~ < IlDX~Ho~/N. (2.5) 
Since the operator I - Pu is idempotent, 
IIx - e~cxll2-k = 
((I P N) x, e,,) 2 
m=o (1 + n2m2) k
( ( I  -- eN)x, ( I  -- PN)e,,) 2 
m=O/" (1 + ~2m2)k 
C 2 
<~-~ ~ m 2-2k, 
m=l  
by (2.5). [] 
In the sequel, we will actually be working in product spaces ~ut~2, with oeg Hilbert, 
but the theory described above carries over immediately to this situation. In 
particular, the inner product ( ' ; . )~  and the norm I I ' IP~ in ~2 are given 
by 
((x,y);(~,y'))~ = (x ;~)~ + (y ;~)~,  
tl(x,y)ll~2 = IlxlP~ + I[yll~; (x ,y ) , (~ , ) )~ 2, 
where ( . ; . ) Je  and [l" II~ denote the inner product and norm in g .  Hence if (~0,) is 
a CONS in g ,  then ((~0m, 0), (0, q3m) ) is a CONS in ~2.  
By a slight abuse of notation, we will denote the inner product and norm in ~2 by 
( ' ; ' ) k  and II • Ilk, respectively. When k = 0, the subindex will be omitted. 
3. Description of the models 
3.1. Deterministic model 
Consider a closed population consisting of susceptible, infective and immune 
individuals. The individuals live in a Euclidean space "U and the dynamics of the 
model depends on their positions in the space. Thus, we introduce the functions 
~(r, t), 37(r, t) and g(r, t), denoting the density of susceptibles, infectives and immunes, 
respectively, atthe position r ~ ~ at time t > 0. Since the population is closed, we do 
not have to keep track of the immunes eparately. 
A given susceptible at position r may get infected by a given infective at another 
position r' with rate 3.(r, r'). Thus the individuals do not move around, but infection 
occurs "at a distance". We may also assume that a given infective gets immune with 
a constant rate that is the same (equal to one, say) all over the space. 
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For simplicity, we assume that "U = [0, 1]. The above considerations lead us to the 
following system of PDEs: 
OY 
3t - ~A37, (3.1a) 
037 = YAp - 37, 
0t 
with initial conditions 
Y(r, 0) = Yo(r), (3.1b) 
37(r, 0) = 37o(r), 
where Xo, 370 ~ C(U) and 
A37(r,t)=flo2(r,r')37(r',t)dr '. (3.2) 
For technical reasons we assume that the (measurable) rate function 2 fulfills the 
following condition: 
p2 = sup I 1 ,~[o.H,j o22(r,r')dr' < oo, (A1) 
so that LlA3711~ < pl13711 (ll' l[~ denotes the supremum norm). For fixed reU,  the 
integral above may be regarded as a measure of the total infectiousness that 
a susceptible at r experiences, if the density of infectives is constant in space. Now, in 
order to see that system (3.1) has a unique nonnegative continuous solution ( = (Y, 37) on 
< x [0, co), we consider instead the density ~(r, t) of immune individuals. By the same 
reasoning as in Aronson (1977), Eq. (3.1) is equivalent o the following nonlinear 
equation: 
8t F(5), 
5(r, O) = O, 
where 
F(5) = fro(1 - e -A~) + 37o - 5. 
The restriction of F to the set of nonnegative continuous functions is 
Lipschitz-continuous in the supremum norm, since 
,,Azl,~o = sup,~[o, 1] floY(r'r')z(r')dr' 
_< sup (r,r')dr'lrz[]~ <_ pLlzll~ 
r~[O, 1] 
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by (A1). We may now apply the method of successive approximations to get the result 
(cf. Theorem 2.2.1 in Lakshmikantham and Leela, 1981). For the nonnegativity of 
and )7, see Aronson (1977). 
3.2. Stochastic model 
Now, we want to "justify" the deterministic model above, by recovering it as a limit 
of a sequence of stochastic multitype epidemics as the number of types, and the 
number of individuals of each type, both grow to infinity. Therefore, we may divide 
the space ~ = [0,1] into N groups, each group containing approximately 
t ~ individuals. Then, setting n = (N, t~), we consider, for t > 0, 
~'(t) = (.~(t) . . . . .  XTv(t)) and ~"(t) = (Y'l(t) . . . . .  Y'N(t)), 
where 
i(7(t) = g{susceptibles in the ith group at time t} 
and 
~7(t) = ~{infectives in the ith group at time t}. 
To obtain the classical multitype general epidemic, we model the population density 
(X',Y") = (..Y"/f,~"/f) as a Markov jump process with state space {(k/f,m/f); 
k,m ~N N} and with jump intensities of the following form: 
q ' -E ; E'  f + = ~ J ij \--~-], 
( (~ m)(~m ~))=f(m,'~ I<i<N, (3.3, q ,~- ; , (  \ (} '  - _ 
q = 0 otherwise, 
where the numbers ).~ are nonnegative, and where e ~ denotes the ith unit vector in R N. 
(All the processes (X', Y') are defined on a common probability space (f2,ff, P).) 
The scaling by 1/N in front of the sum above reflects the fact that the (long range) 
interaction between the individuals is weak, and the d-scaling comes from the classical 
density dependence assumption (cf. Kurtz, 1981). From now on, we identify every 
N-vector x = (xl . . . . .  xN) with the step function x = ~/N= 1xih i ~ 6~N •In this way, our 
stochastic process becomes a space-time jump Markov process 
~'(r, t) = (X'(r, t), Y'(r, t)), (r, t) ~ ~f~ × [0, oo), 
with state space bat and infinitesimal generator A,, given by 
+ENiy( ' ) ; f (x ,y -~) - f ,x ,y ) ) ,  (3.4, 
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where 
ANy:  ~ {1  ~2~yj}hi"  (3.5, 
i=1  j= l  
We make the following hypothesis: 
IIANY - AyII~ <- CrNIlYll for all y s,geN, (A2) 
where aN ~ 0 as N -* oo. 
By the Hahn-Banach theorem, the operator AN -- A may be extended to YYo in such 
a way that Condition (A2) still holds. A typical example is the case where 
ANy = PN(Ay). If, for example, 
sup [llD~A(r,r'),2dr' < ~, F2= 
rE [0, 1] Oo 
then, by (2.5), 
IIANy - Aylb+ < ONIlYll for all Y~YYo, 
where aN = FIN. 
Define the discrepancy functions 
N 
~Ni (r) = ~, ~hJ(r), 1 < i < N, 
j= l  
where 
}~(r, ') dr dr', 
and put 
N 
~bN(r) = ~ II~Hhi(r). 
i=1  
Then, for y e 6eN, 
N 
(AN -- PNA)y(r) = ~ (~;y)h'(r)  
i=1  
satisfies 
I(AN -- PNA)y(r)I < I~bN(r)lllyll. (3.6) 
Therefore, in view of Eq. (2.5), a triangle inequality ields 
CrN _< II~NII~ + F/N or II~NI[~ < aN + F/N. 
This shows that (A2) is equivalent to the assumption that II~,NII~ ~ 0, as N --, ~. 
Here is another particular case. 
Example. Let us consider the case where the infection rate 2(r, r') only depends on the 
relative distance Ir - r'l. In order not to get problems at the boundary of ~ = [0, 1], 
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we impose periodic boundary conditions on the initial value ~-(0). Take an even 
function defined on [ 1 1 - ~, 3] and extend it periodically to the whole line to get our 
rate function 2.  
Then 
Ap(r , t )=2*y( r , t )=f lo2( r - r ' )~( r ' , t )d r  '. 
By translation invariance, Condition (A1) is equivalent o the condition 2 e~o.  
I n  practice, one first estimates the approximating numbers 2~ and then takes 
the limit to obtain the function 2. Then (A2) may or may not hold. On the 
other hand, if we assume that 2 is given, we can derive its conditional expectations by 
putting 
f 2(r)dr, l _< i , j<N,  2~ N 
.11 i - - j  
where, for given N >_ 1, Ik = ( (k -  1 ) /N ,k /N]  for all integers k. Now, if 2 is 
continuous, then a simple calculation yields that, for every e > 0, there exists No such 
that, for every N _> No, 
IPA~y - Aylloo ~ ellYl[. 
Hence, Condition (A2) certainly holds. 
We will also require that 
supEll~"(0)ll 2 < ~. 
n 
(A3) 
To see that the limiting process of ~"(t) (if it exists!) should be continuous, note that, 
by (3.4), the jumps A.7"(r, t) = Y,"(r, t) - ~"(r, t - )  at time t satisfy 
2 
sup IIA~"(t)II ~ f - -~ ,  (3.7) 
which vanishes in the limit N , f  ~ oo. More precisely, we have the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Let e. = 1/(N~). Then 
and 
sup sup A~."(t) 
n t 
< oo 
sup ~e.  A3"(t) ~0 a.s. [P], 
as N, { ~ co. 
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4. Law of large numbers 
Let ~-" = (~-7), _> o denote the natural filtration of S", and define the following 
operator: 
b"(~) = ( - xAsy, xA~y - y); ~ = (x, y) E 6e~. 
Applying Dynkin's formula to the coordinate functions i f(x, y) = xi and gi(x, y) = y~ 
for 1 < i < N, one sees that our process ~n = (~n(t), t > 0) (we suppress the space 
variable r) admits the following semimartingale r presentation: 
zn(t) : zn(°) + f'obn(Z (s))ds + t >_ O, (4.1) 
where M n is a local ~-~-martingale with values in 5t~ ~ ~'~. Hence we may use the 
theory of Hilbert-valued martingales, as developed e.g. in M~tivier (1982). 
We denote by <<M%> the unique ~-n-predictable -~1 (W~, Yt~) -valued process with 
the following property: For every q~, ~ e ~,  the process 
((Mn(t),q~}(M~(t),d/} - ((p, <<M~>>t~),t > O) 
is a local martingale. Moreover, if ¢ M ~ >, is defined to be the trace of << M~>>t, hen 
the process IIM~II 2 - ~ M ~ > is also a local martingale. Our process <<M%> is 
described in the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.1. Let en = 1/(EN). Then the restriction of the nuclear operator << M%>t to 
the space 6e~ is given by e~'oa~(~(s))ds, where a~(~), ~=(x ,y )~9~,  is 
a (2N x 2N)-matrix consisting of four diagonal blocks, 
\~"(~) 7"(¢)1' 
where, for 1 <_ i <_ N, 
t~Td¢) = - xdA~y) .  
77i(~) = xi(ANy)i + Yi. 
Also, ( q~, <<M">>t¢} = (PN~o, <<Mn>>,PN~k} if q~,~ ¢~f~2o. 
Proof. Let us write 
N N 
M ~= ~ MT(h',O)+ ~ M~+,(O,h') 
i=1  i=1 
and, for arbitrary ~o e Sf~, 
N N 
= y.  ~o,(h',0)+ E ~oN+,(O.h'). 
i=1  i=1 
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Then we may actually use finite-dimensional theory to show that the process 
(MT(t)MT(t)-~ f'oaTJ(~"(s))ds, t >- O )
is a local martingale for each pair (i,j), 1 < i, j  < 2N. The first statement of the 
proposition ow follows readily, since 
<M~(t),~o><Mn(t),~>- <~e~ f'oa"(~-~(s))ds~ > 
= N~ i,j=l MT(t)M~(t) - ~ aTj(~"(s))d s q)iOj, 
for q~, 0 e ~.  The last statement is immediate, since (M'(t), ~o> = <M"(t), PN~O> for 
every ~o e ~f~. [] 
Remark. Note that there is no temporal increase worth mentioning in the norm II~nll, 
since no new individuals are ever created. In fact, it is easily checked that 
II X"(t)II 2 _< II-~"(0)II 2, II g"(t)1] 2 < 211E"(0) II 2 and then I1S"(t)112 ~ 3113"(0) I1Z for all 
t > 0. These estimates will be used frequently in the forthcoming calculations, without 
referring to this remark. 
Corollary 4.2. liMa(t)11 --} 0 in probability as N, E ---} oo. The convergence is uniform on 
compact time intervals [0, T ]. 
Proof. Let 6 > 0. Then, by Doob's inequality for Hilbert-valued local martingales ( ee 
Theorem 23.4 of M6tivier, 1982) and Proposition 4.1, 
= ~ 2 E{al,(Sn(s))} ds 
i=1 
4xf2T 2 
< ~---g~--{ (p + aN)EIl~n(0)ll 2 + EIl-~(0)ll}. 
This last quantity tends to zero as N, f ~ ~, by assumptions (A2) and (A3). [] 
We are now in a position to state and prove a law of large numbers for the sequence 
of processes ~n. 
Theorem 4.3. (LLN) Assume that 
(i) IIS"(0) - ~(0)II --} 0 in probability, 
(ii) the hypotheses (A1)-(A3) hold. 
Then, for all T > O, 
sup II-=~(t) - ~-(t)11 ~ 0 in probability, 
O<t<_T 
as • ---} ~ and N --* oo. 
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Proof. For fixed n and 3 > 0, define the stopping time 
r = r(n,6) = inf{t > 0: qlSn(t) - ~-(t) II >_ 6} 
and put ~n(t) = ,~(t  ^  z) and f(t) = ~-(t/x r) for t > 0. It is enough to consider these 
stopped processes. Indeed, let e > 0 and choose 6 > e. Then 
{ , , =  o su 
Taking into account Eq. (3.7) and using the fact that ~ is bounded, we may assume 
sup II l / ,>o~'(t)l l  _< 3~ for some 31 >_ 3. 
O<_t<_T 
Since ~n is finite-dimensional, 
^ 
sup I]l~>o/E~(t)H~ < 3~, 
O<_t<_T 
which implies that ff, n(t) has a bounded total jump rate for every t ~ I-0, T -I. 
Now, define the following operator b: 
b(O = ( - xAy, xAy - y); ~ = (x,y)~fff~. 
Then the integrated form of (3.1) may be written as 
((t) = ((0) + fl b(((s))ds, t >_ O. (4.2) 
Let us compare (4.1) with (4.2). We have 
IIg~(t)- ~(011-< IlSn(o)- ~-(o)11 
+ f l  IIb~(~(s)) - b(f(s))II ds + I]A4n(t) II. (4.3) 
First consider the integrand in (4.3). By repeated use of Minkowski's inequality, 
IIb~(~"(s)) - b(~(s))ll < 2IIX~(s)ANY~(s) -- ;c(s)A~(s)ll + II I~(s) - ~(s)ql 
_< R"[ Ig ' (s ) -  ~(s)ql + R'~, 
where 
g ~ = 2pLl~-(0)tl~ + 4(p + ¢rN) ll?,n(0)ll + 1, 
R~ -- 4aNIl ~-(0)II o~ I1~(0)II. 
Then, writing R~ = I1-=~(0) - ~(0)II and R~(t) = [IM~(t)II, it follows that 
fo 112~(t) - f(t)II < R~ t + R~2 + R~(t) + R n II-~(s) - ~(s)II ds. 
Now apply Gronwall's lemma to get 
( sup Rna(t)~e R"T. (4.4) sup II~"(t)--f(t)H < g~T+R"2+o<,<r  / 
O<_t~T _ _ 
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R7 and R~ both tend to zero in probability by Conditions (A2), (A3) and (i), 
and supo _< t~ r R~ (t) ~ 0 in probability by Corollary 4.2. Moreover, R ~ is bounded in 
probability (uniformly in n). Hence the right-hand side of (4.4) converges to zero. [] 
5. Central limit theorem 
In this section we study the limiting distribution of the sequence of fluctuation 
processes 
v 1(=.  
: , /Z .  - 
defined on the stochastic bases (f2,(~-~'),P"), where P" denotes the law of (the 
coordinate process) V ~ in the Skorohod space t2 = D([0, T ], ~,~z_ 2). We may perform 
a first-order Taylor expansion of the operator b around ~-, using Eqs. (4.1)-(4.2), 
to get 
Vn(t) = vn(o) + ttB(s) Vn(s)ds -]- + M"(t) + 6"(t), 
do 
where B is the Fr6chet derivative of b, and where we expect hat 
sup 116"(t)11-2 ~0 O~t<_T 
in probability. A Girsanov transformation will then reduce the study of the limiting 
behavior of V ~ to considering the martingale term e;l/2M". This is our next 
objective. 
5.1. Convergence of the local martingale 
In view of Proposition 4.2 and the law of large numbers established in Corollary 4.2 
for the sequence M" of local martingales, we expect a central imit theorem for the 
sequence of normalized processes e,- X/2M" to be valid. The limiting process turns out 
to be living in the Hilbert distribution space ~2_ 2 - (o~')2; in fact, we will prove weak 
convergence in D ([0, T ], ~,ut°2_ ). 
For fixed t _> 0, define the following bilinear form on ~:  
(go, C(t)~k> = fro QP' a ( ( ( s ) ) ~k ) d s' go' ~k ~ ~ 22 ' (5.1a) 
where, for go = (go1, go2), ~/ - -  (~/1, ~/2) and nonnegative ~ = (x, y)e A:o 2, a(~) is defined 
by 
(go, a(Oq,> = (~o~;xAy,],15 - (go , ;xAyq ,~5 
- (go2;xAyOl) + (go2;(xAy + Y)~2). (5.1b) 
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Let us show that a(¢) is a nuclear operator from ~f~2 2 to its dual ~g~2_ . For this, it is 
enough to show that the trace of a(¢) is finite. Define (¢m)~= 1 to be a CONS in Yf~. By 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, Assumption (A1) and the inequality 
II'P~II-< H~Olllll¢llx for q~,~k~vf 2 ~f~2,  (5.2) 
we get 
<~0m, a(¢)~0r,> = 2pIIxll IIYll II~o,,Ih~ + Ilyll [l~mll 2
< ((p + 1)11¢112 + 1)H~or~ll~. 
It follows that 
<~o~,a(~)~r,> ___((p + 1)11~112 + 1) ~ II~omll 2,
m=l  m=l  
which is finite, since the imbedding ~'~2 2 ~ jcf2 is Hilbert-Schmidt. 
Similarly, if we extend a"(') from 6e2 to ~2 by putting a"(ff) = a"(PN¢) for ¢ e i f  g, 
by the same reasoning as above, we may also deduce that a"(~)e ~1(~ 2, ~f2_ 2). 
Lemma 5.1. (i) For each ~ ~ ~'¢t ~2 and tp ~ ~,~2, 
lim <(p,(a"(¢) - a(¢))~o> = 0. (5.3) 
(ii) I f  q~, ~ E ~2,  
lim E" I f  ~ <(p,(a"(~"(s))-an(f(s)))~b I ds] =0.  (5.4) 
/1~o0 
Proof. (i) Write ¢ = (x,y) and ~0 = (tpl, tP2). The first term of (tp, (a"(~) - a(¢))~o} is 
<~Ol, {PNX ANPNY -- xAy} tpl>. 
By repeated use of the triangle inequality we conclude that this term tends to zero as 
n ~ oo, since IIPNz - zll ~ 0 for all z eJCfo and since (A2) is in force. The other terms 
of the inner product are treated in the same way. 
(ii) If we can show that 
[f'o ] E" [I,~"(s) - f(s)ll2ds ~0 as n --* oo, (5.5) 
then (5.4) readily follows. But, since the integrand is bounded, the law of large 
numbers yields (5.5). [] 
Proposition 5.2. Assume that N,E ~ oo and let T > O. Then the sequence ; l/2M" 
converges weakly to M in D([0, T-I, ~f~2_2), where M = (M(t), t > O) is a continuous 
process with independent Gaussian increments and with covariance operator C = (C(t), 
t > O) given by (5.1). 
I f  P denotes the law of M in C([0, T ], ~,'~2_ ), then with 
Qt(qg) = <~p,a(~(t))q~>, 
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for every f~  C~(R) and q~ ~ 3¢~2~ 
f ( (M( t ) ,q~) ) -  ½ fro f"((M(s),q~))Qs(q))ds 
is a (P, ~)-martingale. 
Proof. Applying Lemmas 3.1 and 5.1, the proof follows from Theorem 2.3 of Mbtivier 
(1984). [] 
5.2. Convergence of  the whole process 
In the rest of this section we will tacitly assume that the initial values of the solution 
of (3.1) are twice continuously differentiable; Xo, )70 e C 2 (W). By the same reasoning as 
at the end of Section 3.1, it will follow that ~=(2,)7) is twice continuously 
differentiable if the restriction of F to the set of nonnegative functions is Lipschitz in 
the C2-norm, defined by 
¢3tx 
O_<l_<2 ~r I 
IlX[]c2= max - -  
(ordinary differentiation). This last fact follows readily by assuming 
p2= sup ~, flo,~12(r,r'),2dr'<oo. (B1) 
re [0 ,  1] l=0  
Writing M" = e~-X/ZM", we have 
V"(t) = V"(O) + f'o B(s)V"(s)ds + gt"(t) + 6"(t), (5.6) 
where, for V = (1/1, 1/2), 
B(t)V = ( - (V1A g(t) + ff(t)AV2), VlA g(t) + ff(t)AV2 - 1/2) 
and 6" = 6] + 3~, with 
lfo 67 (t) = ~. .  [b(3"(s)) - b(((s)) - x//~.B(s) V"(s)] ds, 
lfo 6~(t) = ~ [b"(.~"(s)) - b(~"(s))] ds. 
Note that the drift term B may be written in the more accessible form 
(B(t) V, q~) = (V,  L(t)q~), 
where 
L(t)cp = (cb a (t), ~2(t) 
= ((¢P2 - -  q~l )A)7( t ) ,  A* (x ( t ) (cp2  - -  ~Ol)) - -  (P2). 
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(The adjoint operator A* of A is given by 
A*q~(r')=flo2(r,r')cP(r)dr, ¢P~fffz.) 
We need a further restriction on the function 2, in order for the quantity (V, L(t)~p> to 
be well-defined. We make the following assumption: 
p2 ~ fl 0 fl  0 1 , ID22(r,r )lZdrdr ' < ~. (B2) 
l=O 
Conditions (B1) and (B2) ensure that the operator B(t) is continuous on ~2_ 2. Indeed, 
(B1) implies that 
11~l(t)l]2 _< 16pllly(t)ll~ll(pllz. (5.7) 
Likewise, using (B2), we get 
[l~2(t)ll2 < (12p2ijx(t)ll 2 + 2) 1/2 II~pll2. (5.8) 
Hence, L(t)~p = (~l(t), ~2(/)) satisfies 
I[L(t)~oH2 <_ C(((t))ll~oll2, (5.9) 
where C2(~-(t)) = 2 + (28p 2 + 12p 2) II ~-(t)H 2. 
Therefore, for V ~ oug 2 2, 
[(B(t)V, ¢p)[ < C(((t))II V It - 2 II ¢P IJ 2- (5.10) 
In exactly the same way, we get 
I((B(t) - B(s))V, cp)I < (28p~ + 12p~)~/2ll~-(t) - ((s)ll ~11 vii-211¢p[12, (5.11) 
showing that the mapping t ~ B(t) is continuous. 
Now, we go back to Eq. (5.6). Let us assume that ( = {(N) satisfies 
( { 
- -~  oo and ~0.  (B3) 
N 
We also require the following from the initial distribution: 
supEl[~"(0)]l < ~ (B4) 
n 
(which is (A3)), and 
v"(0) = --, v (0)  (B5) 
in distribution in fig2 2, where V(0) and the limiting process M are independent, and 
1 
[15"(0)- ~-(0)112 ~0 in probability. (B6) 
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Under some conditions on ~,s (cf. Eq. (3.6)), the next lemma tells us that the remainder 
6" converges to zero as it should. 
Lemma 5.3. Given a sequence f = E(N) for which 
(i) Conditions (B1)-(B6) hold, 
(ii) e~-1/2 ii~0Sll 2 is uniformly bounded in N, 
(iii) e~-x/2 Jl~,Sll_ ~, --}0 as N --} c~, 
then 
sup 116"(t)ll_2 --*0 in probability, 
O<_t<T 
as N--* c~. 
Remark. II " II~,, denotes the usual ~l-norm: I Ix l l~,  = ~1 Ix(r)l dr. Observe that, in the 
case where As = PsA, ~s _ O. Also, note that if 2 • C2(f/~ x "U), then (B1) and (B2) 
certainly hold. 
Proof. We have 
fi~ (t) -- ~ [b(~"(s)) - b(~(s)) - x/ '~B(s) V"(s)] ds 
- ~ ~.(-  V~(s)AV~(s),V~(s)AV~(s))ds. 
Hence, by (B1), 
[I,~l(t) Ir <- ~ ~f rl w~ (s)A V~(s)II ds 
< p l~ fro II V~(s)H II V~(s)ll ds 
< ~ IJ~"(s) - ~-(s)H2ds, 
which implies that 
pxT 
sup 116](t)ll < sup II~,"(t)-~(t)l[ z. (5.12) 
O~t<_T -~nO<_t<_T 
To see that the right-hand side of (5.12) converges to zero in probability, the argument 
used in the beginning of the proof of Theorem 4.3 shows that it suffices to consider the 
stopped process. Now, using the fact that as _< II~NII o0 + px/N and assumptions (B3), 
(B6) and (ii) the assertion follows from Eq. (4.4). 
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The term 6~ is estimated as follows: 
sup II~(t)ll-2 -< ~ IIb"(E"(s)) - b(~"(s))l1-2ds 
O<_t<_T 
2T 
- -  sup I IX" ( t ) (AN-A)Y" ( t ) I ] _2 .  
<~ N~nO<t<T 
Consider 
1 
--ILX"(t)(AN -- A)Yn( t ) I [ -  2 -< ~ l] (X"(t)  - ~(t))(AN -- A)Y"(t ) I1-2 
+ x / / -~  Ilx(t)(AN -- A)Y"(t ) I1-2 
=I+I I .  
To estimate I, we observe that, by (B1) and Eq. (2.5), 
Pl [l(Pu - I )AY" ( t ) I I~  < ~ II Y"(t)]j. 
Hence, using Eq. (3.6), 
I < x~ ll(X"(t) - ,2(t))(Au - PNA)Y"(t ) I1-2 
+ x /~ [I (X"(t)  - Y~(t))(PNA -- A) Y"(t)I1-2 
< x~ IlX"(t) - E(t)II I1¢,N11 ~ II Y"(t)ll + x/-fN IlX"(t) - £(t)II-~ II Y"(t)ll. 
These expressions both converge to zero in probability (uniformly in t) by (ii), (B3) and 
the argument given after (5.12). 
Now consider the term II above. Note that ~(t) defines a bounded linear operator 
through multiplication on Jg-2. Indeed, by duality, we only need to show that 
II~(t)~0LI2 < KIIq~IL2 if ~o e ~,'¢gz. But this is immediate, since ~(t)E C2(]U'). 
Noting that Ibfl1-2 < C1LIflh~, and applying Lemma 2.1, Eq. (3.6) and (B1), we get 
II _< gx~( l l (Ax  - PNA) yn(t) I I -  z + II(PNA -- A) yn(t)lq-2) 
-< Kx~(C,  II(AN -- PNA) yn(t)ll~, + II(PNA -- A) Y"(t)ll- 2) 
It follows from (B3), (B4) and (iii) that II converges to zero in probability, uniformly 
in t. [] 
In view of Proposition 5.2, Condition (B5) and Lemma 5.3, the semimartingale 
representation (5.6) of V" suggests that the limiting process V (if it exists!) should 
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be in C([0, T ], jg2_ 2) and would be the mild solution of the following equation: 
V(t) = V(O) + f l  B(s)V(s)ds + M(t). (5.13) 
The next theorem shows indeed that V" converges weakly in D ([0, T ], ~2  2) to the 
solution of Eq. (5.13). (The present proof, which replaces an earlier approach of our 
own, is due to D. Blount.) 
Theorem 5.4 (CLT). Assume that the conditions of Lemma 5.3 hold. Then V" converges 
weakly in D ( [0, T ], ~2  2) to the limit V ~ C ([0, T ], ~rg2_ 2) which is the mild solution of 
Eq. (5.13). 
Proof. Let U(t, s) be the operator-valued solution of 
0 
& U(t,s)=B(t)U(t,s), O<_s<_t<_ T, 
U(t, t) = I. (5.14) 
In view of Eqs. (5.10) and (5.11), Theorem 5.2 in Pazy (1983) ensures the existence of 
such a solution, for which (t, s) --, U(t, s), 0 < s < t < T, is continuous in the uniform 
operator topology. 
Now, the continuity of U and B yields that 
+ ii v(.,s)B(s)mds 
defines a continuous function from ~2_2 × D ([0, T ], i f  z_ 2) into D ([0, T ], ~,~2_ ). V" 
admits the following representation: 
V"(t) = U(t,O)V"(O) + (~"(t) + 6"(t)) 
+ f l  U(t, s)B(s)(M"(s) + 3"(s)) ds. (5.15) 
To see this, note that by Gronwall's inequality, Eq. (5.6) has a unique solution. The 
claim follows them by simply computing dV" from (5.15) using (5.14). Therefore V" 
can be written as 
V" =f(V"(0), AT/" + 5"). 
Using Proposition 5.2, Condition (B5) and Lemma 5.3, it follows that 
(V"(0), hT/" + 6") ~ (V(0), M) 
in distribution in ~ff2_2xD([0, T],y2_2). The theorem now follows from the 
continuous mapping theorem, giving the limiting process V = f(V(0), M) that satisfies 
(5.13). [] 
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